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ESSAYS, POLITICAL AND SOCIAL.

north to south, before the tidal wave becomes in the least
considerable; but in the southern belt that wave rolls round

the world without break or interruption, and then, travelling
northwards laterally, in obedience to the law through which

water always seeks its level, it rises and falls twice every
twenty-four hours on the most northern shores of Europe,
Asia, and America.
of revolution.

It has been thus with the tidal wave

The Reform Bill in this country stretched
abreast of the privileged classes like a vast continent, and

would have effectually checked every rising tide of revolu
tion that originated in the country itself.
But there lay in
the neighbouring States great unbroken belts of the popular

ocean, in which the revolutionary wave has risen high.
The
popular privileges have been elevated, in consequence, in
these States, considerably above the British level; and it is
very questionable whether this country will be long able to
preserve its lower surface-line unaltered, when the flood is
It would be at least
toppling at a higher line all around it.

well to be prepared for a steady setting in of the flood-tide
on our shores; it would be wise-to return to the figure of
Lord Jeffrey-to be casting about for some second firma
ment, through which a farther modicum of bulk and volume
might be subtracted from the waters below, and added to
the waters above.

But does there exist, we ask, a
portion of these lower
waters that might be so separated with safety
We think
there does.
The bona fide property qualification we have

ever regarded as peculiarly valuable, -greatly more so than
the mere tenant qualification.
The man who inhabits as

tenant a house for which he pays a yearly rental of ten
pounds, may be in many cases a man as well hafted in so
ciety, and possessed of as considerable a stake in the stability
f the country and the maintenance of its institutions, as
he proprietor to whom the ten pounds are
But the
paid.

